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• Murray State grad Higgs becomes
deputy warden at Green River - 5
Murray, KY 42071

Public gets
chance to talk
local parks
Tuesday night
Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County
Parks & Recreation Department
is hosting a public input forum
at 7 p.m., Tuesday at the
Woodmen of the World building
at 330 C.C. Lowry Drive.
The forum will be moderated
by Dr. Tim Todd, Dean of
Murray State University's
Arthdr J. Bauernfeind College
of Business. The purpose of the
forum is to gather public feedback about park operations,current and future possible programming options, and physical
plant options and additions.
The last such public information gathering meetings were
hosted 10 years ago and the
information from those activities was used to help Parks &
Recreation develop a longrange
plan.
Information
obtained through this and future
public forums will assist the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board as it updates the Parka
long-range plans.
An online survey for additional public input will be made
available for participation after
Tuesday night's meeting. This
will be similar in format to an
online survey that was offered
in late 2013 to assist local leaders in developing a communitywide health assessment plan, it
was reported.
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And God said unto Moses,
I AM THAT I AM: and he said,
Thus shalt thou say unto the
children of Israel, I AM hath
sent me unto you.
- Exodus 3:14
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• BC leads work day at new Habitat
for Humanity house - 5

Betty Higgins
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

Kirksey in Calloway County, used a
metal walker in taking her steps
Wednesday as husband Josh stayed
very close for support. Once she
reached the microphone, and the long,
thunderous applause had finally died
down, she began 1\
r address of the
evening that focused n first responders and how school feachers and
administrators become the first real
emergency personnel at the scene of a
tragedy such as she endured at Heath
when another student shot into a
prayer group standing in a hallway
before classes started that morning.
I explained to the group that even

The Murray State University Student
Government Association has invited
Kentucky's two candidates for U.S. Senate
to participate in a debate on campus.
Catherine
Sivills.
MSU's assistant vice
president for university
communications, said the
SGA sent a letter on June
18 to campaign representatives for Republican
incumbent Sen. Mitch
McConnell
and
his
Democratic challenger,
Kentucky Secretary of McConnell
State Alison Lundergan
Grimes. The letter invited
the candidates to debate
on the MSU campus and
listed several reasons why
MSU would be a good
venue for the debate. The
reasons included: Great
facilities and reseurees to
accommodate the debate;
the large population
(approximately 400,000
people) in the Purchase and Pennyrile
regions; MSU's student population and a
neutral environment and environment of
higher learning.
"The opportunity to host a debate on the
campus of MSU would be highly beneficial for not only the candidates but the
community of Murray and more specifically the students of Murray State," said
SGA President Michael Dobbs. "As upand-coming voters, learning about the
world of politics and electioneering is vital
to being a productive citizen, and having a
debate of this magnitude at Murray State
would be a great catalyst for a future generation of voters and informed citizens."
So far, McConnell and Grimes have not

II See Page 2
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Image courtesy of WHAS-TV News 11, Louisville
In a still frame of a video clip, Heath High School shooting survivor Missy Jenkins Smith, right, smiles
Wednesday evening as she uses a walker to move across the stage at the Kentucky Association of School
Administrators Conference in Louisville as her husband, Josh, stays near her side. This marked the first time
in 14 years that Jenkins Smith, who now makes her home with Smith and their two children in Calloway County,
has walked in pubtic. She was paralyzed during the 1997 shooting near Paducah that killed three students.

Jenkins Smith's walk receives
huge response at conference
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Simply, Missy Jenkins Smith decided the time was right Wednesday
night.
For the first time in 14 years, it was
time to let people other than the ones
who work with her in physical therapy
sessions, see what frequently happens
in those sessions. The survivor of the
Heath High School shooting of 1997
near Paducah, who was paralyzed that
December morning, when three fellow
students died and she and four others
were wounded, got out of her wheelchair and walked.
"I'm just trying to keep my body

ready for whatever will come along,
and I just decided this was the time to
do it," said Jenkins Smith Friday, two
days after she earned an emotion-filled
standing ovation from a crowd of more
than 1,000 Kentucky educators during
the annual Kentucky Association of
School Administrators Conference in
Louisville. "I hadn't walked in public
like that since the Democratic
National Convention in 2000 (in Los
Angeles), and I was very nervous
about doing this in public, but I've
been working hard for many years on
this.
"I decided to do it at this conference."
Jenkins Smith, who now resides near

MISD Board receives
AdvancED banner
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wnter
Members of the Murray
Independent School District
celebrated this past Saturday
and reflected on one of the district's biggest accomplishments in the past year as it officially received its banner in
honor the district's AdvancED
accreditation it earned late in
2013. Donna Wear, current
principal
of
the
Commonwealth
Middle
College in Paducah, who is
also a field consultant for
AdvancED, made the presentation of the banner.
"You'll remember, it's all
about the standards," Wear

said, revisiting the nearly
week-long intensive examination of the district that resulted
in MISD becoming the first
Kentucky district to achieve
AdvancED accreditation under
a new set of stricter guidelines.
"Those standards are: Vision
and Purpose, Governance and
Leadership, Teaching and
Learning. Documenting and
Using Results, Resources and
Support Systems, Stakeholder
Communication
and
Relationships and, finally,
Commitment to Continuous
Improvement. That's what we
looked at and what we found is
that you're doing extremely

r
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
4
Shown are, from left, with the AdvancED banner are Stuart Alexander, Murray Independent
School District Board of Education vice chairman; Donnie Winchester. board member, MISD
Superintendent Bob Rogers, Mark Vinson, board member, Dr. Richard Crouch, board chairman, Angie Murdock, MISD supervisor of Curriculum and Instruction, and Donna Wear, field
consultant for AdvancED.
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Daly Forecast
The Katmai Weather Unice
Monday: Sunny, with a
high near 86. Calm wind
becoming east northeast
around 5 mph in the morning.
Monday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 67.
Light east wind.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 93. Calm
wind becoming south southeast around 5 mph in the
morning.

SGA, debate ...
From Front
agreed to what form any potential debate in the state might
take.
According
to
the
Associated Press, McConnell
asked Grimes the day after the
May 20 primary to commit to
three Lincoln-Douglas style
debates with no audience, props
or notes, with none of the
debates taking place after Labor
Day. Grimes said she wants an
audience and debates in
September or October when she
said more people would be paying attention to the election.
One debate, which was to be
hosted by the Louisville television station WDRB in late June,
was canceled after McConnell
accepted an invitation but
Grimes did not. The president of
WDRB-TV had previously
endorsed McConnell.
On July 8, McConnell accepted an invitation to a candidate
forum sponsored by the
Kentucky Farm Bureau on Aug.
20, but Grimes has not accepted
as yet. Grimes has accepted an

invitation to an Oct. 13 debate
that would air on Kentucky
Educational

Television, but

Murray Need Line Director Tonia Casey, above left, smiles
as she begins removing some of the many fruits and vegetables that Krit Stubblefield of the Murray Farmers Market
Vendors Association, right, delivered after the Stuff the Truck
activity at the Downtown Saturday Market. Customers were
given the chance to stuff the bed of a 4x4 Toyota Tundra
pickup truck from Toyota of Murray who, along with the
Vendors Association and Murray Main Street Inc., sponsored
the food drive. Also shown, right, is Braxton Stewart, 10, of
Murray donating a bag of vegetables to Main Street Director
Deana Wright as his father, Jeff, supervises the transaction.
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Tuesday
Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 71.
Light south wind.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a 30 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms,
with a high
near 91.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy with a 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms, with a low around
70.
Thursday: Partly sunny with
a chance of showers and thunderstorms, with a high near 83.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 66.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 85.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a tow around 69.
Saturday: Partly cloudy with
a chance of showers and thunderstorms, with a high near 87.
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy with a chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 70.

3
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McConnell has not agreed so far

MISD Board ...

to appear.
On

Thursday, The

Daily

Independent in Ashville reported

Danville's

that

Centre

College has offered to host a
debate on Sept. 3. The debate
would be at Newlin Hall, which
was where Centre hosted the
2000 and 2012 vice-presidential
debates. The proposal calls for
broadcasting on a statewide network of television and radio stations. Centre President John A.
Rousch

was joined

at the

announcement of the invitation
by

Ron

Bridges

Kimbrough

of

and

Jim

AARP

and

WAVE3 News General Manager
Ken Selvaggi, who would be
partners in the debate.

From Front
well."
MISD will receive the same
types of examinations every five
years. MISD is one of nearly
27,000 school systems to have
received this honor.
***

In other business Saturday, the
board approved enacting a pair of
Kentucky
School
Board
Association policy updates, both
having to do with improved school
safety. These measures were
brought forth by the Kentucky
State Legislature earlier this year.
**tit

III Jenkins Smith ...

acquiring the first quarter of the
new books in time for the upcoming school year.
***

The board also approved moving
its regular meeting time to 7 pin.,
on the second Tuesday of each
month. This is because of a conflict that has developed for Board
Chairman Dr. Richard Crouch,
who serves two days with, the
University of Kentucky College of
Medicine in Lexington. a stint that
did cause him to miss two board
meetings earlier this year, which
formerly were scheduled for the
first Thursday of each month.
*9,5

The board also approved a
request from Murray High School
to implement purchase of new
textbooks. The purchase will
require $12,000 to $13,000 per
year for four years, starting with

In addition, the board approved
the 2014-15 MISD Code of
Acceptable
Behavior
and
Discipline, which Superintendent
Bob Rogers said include very
few changes.

WWW.MURRAYPHYSICIANS.COM

INTERNAL MEDICINE
Nicholas O'Dell, M.D.
Internal Mediciiie
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased to announce
Nicholas O'Dell. M.D.. as the newest member of the Medical
staff specializing in Internal Medicine.
Di O'Dell and his wife. Amanda. along with their two children, have
recently relocated to Murray where he has Joined Murray Medical
Associates.
After receiving his undergraduate degree from the University of South

another 26 people lost their
lives.
though we think of first respon"When it happened at Heath,
ders as being doctors, nurses, it was a very surprising thing,"
police and others, it was really she said. "Now, becausa it's
teachers that were first on the become so prevalent, it's as if
scene that day, trying to help people are saying. 'Ah well,
us." she said, singling out OK, it's another one,' like it's
Algebra
teacher
Diane normal! I don't want people to
Beckman, science teacher ever think it's normal!"
Tommy Fletcher, basketball
That is why Jenkins Smith
coach Sheri Davis, Principal said she has made the tough
Bill Bond and many others as decision to leave her job of
being the ones lending aid nearly 10 years as a counselor at
before actual emergency per- the Calloway County Schools
sonnel arrived at the campus."I Day Treatment Center, where
wouldn't be where I am today she has worked with middle
without what they did and it school and high school students.
shows how important teachers She said the current climate of.
are for situations like this."
the day has persuaded her to
However, Jenkins Smith also concentrate on making school
said that she addressed what to shootings have shock value
her is a troubling issue today, again as a full-time public
that school shootings seem to be speaker on the subject.
becoming an everyday part of
"It's been a very difficult decilife. The Heath shooting of sion to make. I have loved my
1997, at the time, was the dead- time (at Day Treatment) and
liest school shooting incident in have enjoyed working with the
America since the deaths of four kids there and I hope I have
students
at
Kent
State helped them," she said. "I just
University in Ohio during a felt drawn to speaking. and I
1971 Vietnam War protest. The feel that's where I can do the
Heath incident also came on the most good right now."
heels of a shooting earlier that
Wednesday. though, it was her
fall in Pearl. Mississippi, where actions that seemed to speak
two students had died and seven louder than her words.
were injured.
"1 was trying, 1 admit it. I was
Nearly three months after the in tears," said Murray High
Heath incident, another shoot- School Principal Teresa Speed
ing at a middle school in who has known Jenkins Smith
Jonesboro. Arkansas, surpassed for many years and has watched
Heath with five deaths and 10 her speak to several MHS stuinjuries. Then in the spring of dents."Here's the thing. though.
1999 came the shootings at A doctor told her that she'd
Columbine High School near never be able to do anything
Denver, Colorado where 15 stu- from her chest down. Well, as
dents and faculty members died, her book (published in 2008)
and such incidents have contin- said, she 'Chose To Be Happy.'
ued since then, including at and make the most of it.
Virginia Tech University in
"Her story is also a reminder
Blacksburg in 2007 where 32 to all of us. The No. 1 issue in
people died and Sandy Hook education is no longer instrucElementary
School
in tion,it's school safety. You can't
Connecticut in 2012 where have instruction without it."

From Front

Carolina. Dr. O'Dell continued on to receive his medical degree from
the University of South Carolina School of Medicine From there, he
then completed his residency in Internal Medicine at the University of
Kentucky Chandler Medical Center where he was awarded Intern of
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We are proud Dr Nicholas O'Dell will he Joining Murray Medical
Associates to provide the specialty of internal medicine to the
patients in Calloway.County and the surrounding area
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County Farmers
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Extension Office
invites public to
fall gardening
workshop
By MATT CHADWICK
County Extension Office
County
Calloway
The
like to
d
woul
ce
Extension Servi
work
a
for
us
join
to
you
e
invit
show about fall gardening. The
work shop will cover a variety
of topics including: Varieties of
Fall Crops, Fall Pest Problems.
Cover Crops, and extending
your growing season. The topics
will be geared toward the average homeowner with the desire
to increase the length of time
that they have fresh home grown
produce available. The meeting
will be located at the Calloway
County Extension Office at 310
South 4th Street. There will be a
light meal served and each participant will leave with a few
supplies to help them get started
with their fall garden. Space is
imited so please RSVP by calling (270)753-1452.
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Veterans celebrate
70th anniversary
of the GI Bill
Special to the Ledger
The U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs celebrated 70
years of investment in the education and economic Kosperity
of America's service members
and veterans last month. The
Servicemen's Readjustment Act
of 1944, more commonly
known as the "GI Bill," was
enacted 70 years ago to provide
a wide range of benefits for veterans returning from World War
II. The bill, heralded as a huge
success at that time, offered
education, vocational training
and low-cost home loans.
Legislation later extended the
benefits to veterans of the
Korean, Vietnam and Gulf
Wars,as well as to those serving
during peacetime. More recently, passage of the Post-9/11 GI
Bill helped provide these same
benefits to the newest generation of veterans and activated
members of the National Guard
and Reserve. Since 1944,the GI
Bill has helped more than 22
million beneficiaries.
The veterans affairs office at
Murray State University has
played a huge role in implementing these benefits to local
veterans, serving as a liaison
between student veterans and
the U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs. The on-campus office
has a dedicated VA representative and a school-certifying official and offers the Yellow
Ribbon program to its vets.
Murray State provides tuition
assistance and college credit for
military training. Also offered is
a peer-to-peer mentoring program and counseling services.
The on-site office also keeps
current resource information
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available to students and their
families, and encourages visits
in person or by phone with
questions pertaining to education or benefits.
Christopher Jeter, who is
Murray State's assistant registrar for veterans and military
services, recalls his own experience using the G1 Bill. Jeter
joined the Army National Guard
while still in high school. When
he entered Murray State in
2001, he used the Montgomery
GI Bill Selected Reserve benefit
along with the Kentucky
National Guard tuition waiver
to start his college education.
His tuition was fully paid.
Additionally. Jeter worked as a
federal work-study student in
the veterans affairs office during
this time.
Due to the terrorist attack on
Sept. 11, 2001, and the events
that followed, Jeter was
deployed twice during his time
as a student at Murray State —
in 2002 and again in 2005. He
continued to work and completed his degree at the mobilization
station in December 2005
before heading into Iraq.
Since graduating from Murray
State, Jeter re-deployed to Iraq
in 2011. His unit was responsible for providing and handing
over the security of Victory'
Base Complex, Baghdad to the
Iraqi army."I feel very fortunate
to work for Murray State
University as well as work with
our student veterans to ensure
they are able to maximize their
earned VA education benefits,"
said Jeter. "In a small way, this
is my opportunity to give back
to those who have sacrificed so
much for the freedom that we all
enjoy each day."
For more information regarding veterans benefits at Murray
State, contact Jeter at 270-8093754.
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Blood donation opportunity
An opportunity to donate blood to the
American Red Cross will be Tuesday, July 22,
from 11 a.m. until 4 p.rn. at St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1620 West Main Street. Visit redcrossblood.org or call 1-800-733-2767 to schedule an
appointment.

Parkinson's Support Group will meet
July 22, at noon at the Weaks
Tuesday.
Martha
Finney Andrus, Community Center. The speaker will be Dave
Reeves and Debbie Ballard with Legacy
Community
Oxygen who will speak about obstructive sleep
editor
apnea. Persons coming for lunch should arrive
by II:i5 ..rn For inore information call Jan Flynn at 270-7536845.

School supplies needed
The Murray and Calloway County Family Resource Youth
Service Centers are collecting new school supply donations for use
in the Back to School Blast that will be held later this month. Tax
deductible monetary donations and gift cards are also being accepted. Donations should be brought to the resource centers but call
before coming - Murray, 270-759-9592 or Calloway, 270-7627333.

Murray Mom Expo to be at MSU

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Penley
Roy and Marjorie Penley, of Murray, will celebrate their 70th
wedding anniversary on July 25,2014.
They were married July 25. 1944 in St. Louis, Missouri with
Robert E. Walker officating. Their attendants were Mary Penley and
Wayne Cote.
Mr. and Mrs. Penley are both retired.
They have three children, Harvey "Butch" Penley and wife
Sharon; Gloria Cowsert and husband Cecil; and Andrea Holderman
and husband Dennis. They have eight grandchildren and 22 greatgrandchildren.
A celebration will be held at The Red Lobster with family and
friends invited to attend.

CASA by the Lakes, along with partners CFSB and Kroger, will
host the Murray Mom Expo Tuesday, July 22,from 4-8 p.m. in the
Murray Room of the CFSB Center on the campus of Murray State
University. This expo will feature a variety of products and services
designed to make the lives of busy moms easier. Admission is free
but donations are accepted.

Hospital to host education event
A free nutrition education event titled. Alcohol 101, will be held
Friday, July 25,from 9-9:30 a.m. in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. Rebecca Wright, registered dietitian, will present the program.

Bazzell Cemetery reunion to be held
The Bazzell Cemetery annual homecoming reunion will be
Saturday, July 26, at II a.m. The cemetery is located on Bazzell
Cemetery Road across from Victory Baptist Church in Calloway
County. Seating is limited so bring a chair. For more information,
call 270-489-2486.

Playhouse announces auditions
Playhouse in the Park announces auditions for Grace & Glorie
Monday. July 21, and Tuesday, July 22. at 6 p.m. There are roles
available for two females. No acting experience is necessary. Those
auditioning will be asked to do cold readings from a script. Show
dates are Sept. 6 through Sept. 14. Auditions will be held on the
Playhouse deck.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet

The Calloway County Public Library is offering a free computer
class on using the internee for beginners, Tuesday, July 22, from 57 p.m. and using the internee for advanced students, Thursday. July
24, from 12:30-2:30 p.m. To pre-register for the classes, call 270753-2288.
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Do You Qualify For Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare Part B and supplemental
Insurance you may be eligible for
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CCPL to offer free computer class

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT: Jacob Garland was introduced
at the Hazel Alumni Banquet as the recipient of the Hazel
Alumni Association's annual scholarship. He is the son of
Roger and Michelle Garland of Hazel. Lee Ann Orr, daughter
of Terry and Mary Ann Orr was also a scholarship recipient
but was not present for the photo.
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The Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday. July 22,
from 6:30-7:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
Center for Health and Wellness classroom. For more information,
contact Evelyn Wallis, 270-489-2462.
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HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler
The last few days have been
absolutely PERFECT weather!
We've tried to enjoy every second
outside. We do love Bingo but to
make it more special, Jenise &
Mitzi served us good ole cold
watermelon afterwards. We also
appreciate Intrepid Home Health
for providing our prizes for bingo
this week.
Special thanks goes to Jenise for
writing my column last week
while Charlie & I went to St. Louis
to see some Cardinal Baseball
games. It was nice to take a little
break to watch some games and do
some shopping! I appreciate all the
employees who do a good job
regardless of whether I'm in town
or not.
Barbara Brandon enjoyed company this week from Ohio, her
friend. Mary Sue Kallander,
daughter of Irma Green LaFollette.
Ms. Kallander donated Hickory
Woods a Calloway County
Pictonal History book. We have
really been enjoying looking
through it and recalling some of
the faces and places of our county's unique heritage.
Wanda Beasley is visiting her
daughter in St. Louis. We miss her
but know she's having a great
time.
On Thursday we attended the
Senior Citizens Health Fair at the
Weaks Center. We got our eyes,
ears and balance checked,and then
got lots of "freebies". Ms. EhdeBeth Parrish was the lucky winner
of the Hickory Woods door prize
Congratulations Ms. Parrish.enjoy
your prize!
We had a sing-a-long with Joyce
Herndon on Thursday which is
always fun. It's interesting trying
to guess what song she is playing.
It keeps our minds sharp and we
enjoy good music too.
Friday afternoon we loaded up
the van and took for just a leisurely ride. It was nice sitting back,
relaxing and "leaving the driving
to Jenise".
We're looking forward to what
Jenise and Mitzi have planned for
us next week.
...Where priceless
memories are made.
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The Laker Basketball Camp will start Monday. July 21. and continue through Thursday. July 24,from 4-6:30 p.m. Registration will
be Monday. July 21. beginning at 3:15 p.m. at Calloway County
High School's Jeffrey Gymnasium. The camp will be run by the
Laker coaching staff and current team members and is open for students entering grades two through nine. Each camper will receive a
shirt. For more information, call 270-293-7744.

Al-Anon support group will meet
Al-Anon, a support group for friends and family members of
alcoholics, will meet Monday and Thursday nights from 6:30-7:30
p.m. at University Church of Christ. For more information call
Diana at 270-227-0951 or Belinda at 270-293-5100.

MHS Class of 1987 to hold reunion
The Murray High School Class of 1987 will have a reunion
Saturday, July 26, at Cherokee Lodge at Kenlake State Resort Park.
All class members and their guests are invited to attend. Contact
Melissa Gray Shown for more information, 270-293-7779.

Alzheimer panel discussion to be held
A free question and answer session on dementia and alzheimer's
will be held Thursday. July 24,from 5:30-7 p.m. at the Educational
Services Building of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, located at
the comer of Elm and South Eighth streets. The panel will include
a behavioral neurologist with a specialty in dementia, family care
specialist with expert caregiver advice and community outreach
coordinator at the Alzheimer's Association. To pre-register, contact
Sarah Tarrant,(859) 323-1331 or sara tarrant(4%uky.edu.

MEDICAL MIONCTI COMB
The Arect's I—orgest Selection of Diabetic .Shoes
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The Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet Thursday, July
24, at 5:30 P.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center
for Health and Wellness. For more information, contact Cheryl
Crouch, 270-293-9442.

Murray Chapter #616 of POPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday, July 22, from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
For more information call Sheila at 270-227-1723.

270-753-8055
STONE-LANG CO.

H

Stroke Support Group to meet

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC

Call for Information
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Ky. Federal retirees to hold meeting
The Kentucky Lake Chapter #0853 of the National Association of
Retired and Active Federal Employees will holds its regular monthly meeting Friday, July 25, at 11 a.m. at August Moon Restaurant
All current members as well as any active or recently retired federal
employees are invited to attend. For more information, contact Ron
Hubbard. 270-293-2680.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus,332 Squire Road..Please note the
building is a non-smoking facility. For more information, call
Kevin at 270-293-7061.
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Pansy Mae Pritchett

Family seeks justice
18 years after slaying

Pansy Mae Pritchett, 83,of Almo, Kentucky, died Friday,
July 18,
2014 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Graveside services were held at 12:30 p.m.
Saturday, July 19, 2014 at the Stewart Cemetery.
The Rev. Paul Bogard officiated.
She was born April 14,1931 in Calloway County.
Kentitcky to Elvis and Harriet Duncan Phillips.
She was a member of Dexter Baptist Church.
She was preceded in death by her husband.
Leonard Hughes Pritchett; her parents; three sons,
Clarence, Gene and Larry Pritchett; stepson,
Hughes Pritchett; a brother, Joe Phillips and two
Pritchett sisters, Dora Houser and Magdalen Ward.
Mrs. Pritchett is survived by a son, Earl Pritchett
of Dexter; two brothers, Franklin Dee Phillips and wife Ann of.
Michigan and Robert Phillips and wife Mary of Joppa,Illinois; a sister, Novella Carroll of Murray; seven grandchildren,Chris Pritchett,
Travis Russell, Jason Pritchett, Wendy Pritchett, Claudia Russell,
Angie Hudgins and Tommy Pritchett; 20 great-grandchildren and I I
great-great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, was in
charge of arrangements.

Boazie "May Boaz" Simmons
Boazie "May Boaz" Simmons, 94, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Sunday. July 20,2014,at the Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Arrangements are in incomplete at this time; J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge.

Habitat House work day

JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger & limes

First Baptist Church of Murray hosted a work day Saturday inside the Chantilly
Place subdivision at the construction site for the 14th house that will be built for the Murray-Calloway
County
Chapter of Habitat for Humanity, an organization that chooses partner families and individuals
The number oftimes published or the length of one or more of to not only live in the homes, but also takes strong ownership in the construction process, as
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger well as financial matters once the house is complete. Above, Ken Asher uses a circular saw to
and Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing cut a 14-foot-long 2 x 10 piece of lumber Saturday as Larry Bell holds the piece in place, while,
below, Joe Gilson connects with a hammer swing to a nhilhead as Sam Coons, vice
or space.
president
of the Murray-Calloway County chapter for Habitat for Humanity, holds the corner of
a wooden floor joist rim in place.

MSU graduate Higgs
named deputy warden
at Green River complex
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
Longtime
Green
River
Correctional Complex (GRCC)
employee David Higgs has been
promoted to deputy warden of
the prison. His promotion is
effective July 16.
Higgs
was
the
fifth
employee hired
during
construction
of
GRCC, and his
entire corrections career has
been dedicated
to the institution. He was
Higgs
hired in 1994 as
the prison's first fiscal manager
and has served in this capacity
until his promotion to deputy
warden.
"David Higgs is the consummate dedicated corrections professional" said Corrections
Commissioner LaDonna H.
Thompson."He has devoted the
past 20 years to the department
and to Green River Correctional
Complex specifically. He has
always been someone we could
depend on, and I am pleased to

see him achieve this goal. 1
believe he will be a tremendous
asset to the executive management of the prison."
Higgs was instrumental in
opening GRCC and his expertise was called upon in 2005 for
the' opening of Little Sand)
Correctional Complex. His
knowledge of institutional budgets and ability to forecast necessary purchasing to ensure budget restraints are met is a great
benefit to the department.
He is an inaugural member of
the GRCC Hostage Negotiation
Team (HNT) and in 2010
accepted the responsibility of
becoming the team's leader.
Later that year he was selected
as the Western Region HNT
Coordinator. He has'also served
as GRCC's Public Information
Officer for 18 years.
Higgs has been recognized
with numerous awards during
his career, including the
agency's
top
award, a
Commissioner's Award. in
2013. He is a graduate of
Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in communications.

Court dismisses Barren County election appeal
GLASGOW;Ky.(AP)- An appeal of election results in Barren
County .has been dismissed.
According to WBKO-TV. the Kentucky Court of Appeals dismissed an appeal over the results of the Democratic primary for
Judge-Executive in May.
Democratic candidate Chris Steward filed an appeal for a recount
after a judge said about 20 absentee ballots would not be counted
because they had issues like no signature or an unsealed envelope.
According to court documents,Steward filed for an appeal on June
20. However, his appeal bond was not filed until June 26,outside of
the 10-day time limit.

SPORTS WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
- Heinz Wantepall

The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulation,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently seeking an energeti1/4.., self-starter to fill
the position of Sports Writer / Photographer. This perresponsibilities
son's
include
will
covering
games/events, breaking news, writing feature stories,
taking photographs, assisting with layout, uploading
items to the web and other basic Sports reporter duties.
A working knowledge of Quark XPress and Adobe
Photoshop is a plus. Proficiency with a 35mm camera
also helpful. Work schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's degree in journalism is preferred.
Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis, editor, The
Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071; or e-mail: editor@murrayledgercom.
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Kerry heads to Mideast in bid for cease-fire
By LARA JAMES
AP National Security Writer
WASHINGTON (API Secretary of State John Kerry is
heading back to the Middle East as
the
Obama
administration
attempts to bolster regional efforts
to reach a ceasefire and sharpens
its criticism of Hamas in its conflict with Israel.
The State Department said Kerry
would leave early Monday for
Egypt where he will join diplomatic efforts to resume a truce that had
been agreed to in November 2012.
In a statement Sunday evening,
department spokeswoman Jen
Psaki called the U.S. and international partners "deeply concerned
about the risk of further escalation,
and the loss of more innocent life."
The Obama administration has

toned down its earlier rebuke of also linked to Hamas but banned in
Israel for attacks on the Gaza Strip Egypt.
that have killed civilians,including
Making the rounds of Sunday
children, although both President talk shows, Kerry pointed to
Barack Obama and Kerry Hamas' role in the violence.
expressed concern about the rising
"It's ugly. War is ugly, and bad
death toll.
things are going to happen," Kerry
The U.S. will urge the militant told ABCs "This Week." But, he
Palestinian group to accept a added, Hamas needs "to recognize
cease-fire agreement that would their own responsibility."
halt nearly two weeks of fighting
Both Obama and Kerry said
with Israel. More than 430 Israel has a right to defend itself
Palestinians and 20 Israelis have against frequent rocket attacks by
been killed in that time.
Hamas from the Gaza Strip. Kerry
Cairo has offered a cease-fire accused Hamas of attempting to
plan that is backed by the U.S. and sedate and kidnap Israelis through
Israel. But Hamas has rejected the a network of tunnels that militants
Egyptian plan and is relying on have used to stage cross-border
governments in Qatar and Turkey raids.
for an alternative proposal. Qatar
and Turkey have ties to the
Muslim Brotherhood, which is
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• The Finance Committee
of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 7:30
a.m., Tuesday in the board
room of the North Tower of
the
hospital
campus.
Agenda items include a
report on financial progress
for the month of June. This
will be followed at about 8:15
by a meeting of the Board
Personnel Committee whose
agenda includes an information-only presentation on
employee
safety
and
turnover.
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SHARPE, Ky. (AP) - When it
comes to degrees of cold cases.
Kentucky State Trooper Dean
Patterson considers the death of I3obbi
Holman Williams among the warmer
ones.
Patterson told The Paducah Sun
investigators are explonng several
recent leads in Holman William,
death 18 years ago in Benton.
"Over the past 18 months we have
received information that has seemed
promising. and we are still following
up on that information," Patterson
said.
Neil Williams found the 35-year-old
Holman Williams, his estranged wife.
de.ad on July 16,1996,in the bathroom
of her home in Sharpe in Marshall
County in western Kentucky. Police
said she had been strangled and suffered blunt trauma to the head
Holman Williams and other family
members owned and operated the
Holman House in Paducah.
While the case has taken twists and
turns over the years, no one has ever
been charged with or convicted of
killing Holman Williams.
Family members continue to hope
for a breakthrough.
*Our family still needs to have closure, and we are thankful that my sister's case is active," said Regina
Vaughn. Holman Williams sister.
In 1999. Neil Williams was convicted ofconspiracy to commit the murder
of his wife and was sentenced to 12years in prison. Prosecutors said he
paid $501300 in 1995 to Valva Buford,
a hair stylist, who gave the money to
Randall Yost of Forest Park,Illinois, to
carry out the crime. Buford also was
convicted of criminal conspiracy to
commit murder and given a 10-year
sentence. Prosecutors said Williams
became romantically involved with
Kathy Beach after 10 years of marriage to Holman Williams and met
Buford through Beach.
At Williams' trial, Yost testified that
he had no intention of carrying out the
murder and accepted tile money to rip
off Williams. Investigators at the time
said there was no evidence that the
alleged conspiracy led to her murder.
Yost was later convicted on a federal charge of attempting to extort
$100.000 flow Williams.
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MLB: DODGERS 4, CARDS 3

THE BRITISH OPEN

Process, spot
TOM GANNAM ./ AP Photo

Los Angeles Dodgers shortstop Hanley Ramirez (13)
leaps over a sliding St. Louis Cardinals' Matt Holliday (7)
in the fourth inning of a baseball game, Sunday, July 20,
2014 in St. Louis.

Gonzalez, Dodgers
salvage win in finale
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Adrian
Gonzalez hit a tiebreaking single in the ninth inning off St.
Louis Cardinals closer Trevor
Rosenthal and the Los Angeles
Dodgers salvaged the finale of a
three-game series with a 4-3 victory on Sunday night.
The Dodgers pulled into a virtual tie for first place with San
Francisco in the NL West
despite a so-so outing from
Clayton Kershaw, whose run of
seven straight starts allowing
one or fewer runs came to an
end. Yasiel Puig did not play
after getting hit by a pitch on the
left hand a day earlier and the
Dodgers finished
without
Hanle) Ramirez. who was taken
out in the ninth — also after getting struck on the left hand.
Gonzalez leads the National
League with 38 road RBIs. He
missed a chance earlier, flying
out with the bases loaded to end
the fourth. J.P Howell (2-3) got
the last out in the eighth and
Kenley Jansen finished for his
28th save in 31 chances.
Rosenthal (1-5) struggled
pitching on the third consecutive
day after earning saves the first
two games. Peter Bourjos' tworun homer off Kershaw tied it in
the sixth.
Kershaw gave up three runs in
seven innings,ending an equally
impressive streak of winning
eight straight starts. He lost his
previous four starts in St. Louis,
the last two in the NLCS.
Manager Don Mattingly said
before the game that he had no
doubt that bitterness lingered
from Game 6 last fall when
Kershaw was tagged for seven
runs in four innings and the
Dodgers were eliminated.
Kershaw was booed before

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Yasiel
Puig was not in the Los Angeles
Dodgers starting lineup against
St. Louis on Sunday, one day
after getting hit on his left hand
by a pitch.
Manager Don Mattingly said
team medical staff had advised
"no baseball stuff today" and
that a second round of X-rays
would be taken Monday in
Pittsburgh before a three-game
series against the Pirates.
"It's OK," Mattingly said. "It's
still sore and I think a little bit
swollen and obviously we're
going to be cautious at this
point."
Puig was struck on the hand by
a pitch from Joe Kelly in the
third inning on Saturday. Matt
Kemp pinch hit for Puig in the
eighth inning of the 4-2 loss to
the Cardinals.

flying out to end the sixth, a
byproduct of dueling hit batsmen two innings earlier. Both
benches were warned after
Carlos Martinez drilled Hanley
Ramirez in the shoulder and
Matt Holliday was plunked by
Kershaw leading off the bottom
half.
Matt Kemp and Andre Ethier
had consecutive two-out RBI
singles in the third to put the
Dodgers up 3-1.
The highlight of the Dodgers'
fruitless fourth was Kershaw's
first career stolen base — his
first attempt, too. Kershaw was
running on a 1- I pitch in the dirt
and took second without a play
with two outs and they loaded
the bases before Adrian
Gonzalez. who leads the
National League with 37 road
RBIs, flied out.
Shelby Miller had made 50
consecutive starts over two seasons before entering in the sixth,
and he was taken out after the
first two Dodgers reached in the
seventh. Coming out of the AllStar break. Miller was moved to
the bullpen.
NOTES: The Cardinals have a
day off Monday before beginning a two-game interleague
series against the Rays. Ace
Adam Wainwright (12-4, 1.83)
is set for Tuesday against Jake
Odorizzi (5-8.4.01) and manager Mike Matheny is undecided
on a starter for Wednesday. ...
Hyun-Jin Ryu (10-5, 3.44) starts
for the Dodgers Monday against
the Pittsburgh Pirates and
Edinson Volquez (8-6, 3.65).
Ryu is 6-2 with a 2.75 ERA on
the road and 7-2 with a 2.88
ERA in nine starts against the
NL Central. ... Kemp made an
outstanding diving catch in left
to rob Matt Adams of a bloop hit
in the sixth.

Andre Ethier was slated to
start in right field and bat fifth
on Sunday night.
Puig was hitting .308 with 12
homers and 52 RBIs in 92
games.
• Matt Holliday was listed in the
St. Louis lineup, batting third, a
day after he was shaken up
while diving back into second
base on a pickoff attempt in the
first inning. He was taken out
for a pinch hitter in the,fifth as a
precaution.
"He went through everything,"
manager Mike Matheny.said. "It
was just a matter of having a
headache and he needed to go
through some tests for us to
make sure.
"We're being very cautious."
Matheny said ace Adam
Wainwright will pitch Tuesday
against Tampa Bay, a week after
his first career All-Star start.
Matheny hasn't announced a
starter for Wednesday.

MCILROY
HOLDS OFF
GARCIA,
FOWLER TO
BRING IN
CLARET JUG
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer

HOYLAKE, England (AP) —
Walking off the 18th green as the
British Open champion, Rory
McIlroy kept gazing at all the
greats on golfs oldest trophy.
On the claret jug, his name is
etched in silver below Phil
Mickelson.
In the record book, he is listed
behind Jack Nicklaus and Tiger
Woods as the youngest to get
three legs of the career Grand
Slam.
And over four days at Royal
Liverpool, he had no equal.
"I'm immensely proud of
myself," Mellroy said after his
two-shot victory Sunday that was
never really in doubt."To sit here,
25 years of age,and win my third
major championship and be
three-quarters of the way to a
career Grand Slam ... yeah, I
never dreamed of being at this
point in my career so quickly."
He had to work a little harder
than he wanted for this one.
Staked to a six-shot lead going
into the final round, McIlroy
turned back eveFy clAlTM:116"
made two key birdies around the
turn, and delivered a majestic
drive at just the right moment to
close with a 1 -under 71 and complete his wire-to-wire victory.
In another major lacking tension ovei the final hour, what
brought The Open to life was the
potential of its champion.
After nearly two years of turmoil, McElroy looked like the kid
who shattered scoring records to
win the 2011 U.S. Open at
Congressional, and who won the
PGA Championship at Kiawah
Island by a record eight shots a
year later.
Boy Wonder is back. Or maybe
he's just getting started again.
McIlroy won by two shots over
Sergio Garcia and Rickie Fowler
to become the first start-to-finish

Two secret
words drove
McIlroy to
push the
weekend

PETER MORRISON /AP Photo

Rory Mcilroy of Northern Ireland holds the Claret Jug trophy after winning the British
Open Golf championship at the Royal Liverpool golf club, Hoylake, England, Sunday
July 20, 2014.
winner since Woods at St.
Andrews in 2005. Even with one
major left this year, the Northern
Irishman already is looking ahead
to Augusta National next April
for a shot at the slam.
"I've really found my passion
again for golf," McElroy said.
"Not that it ever dwindled, but it's
what I think about when I get up
in the morning. It's what I think
about when I go to bed. I just
want to be the best golfer that I
can be. And I know if I can do
that, then trophies like this are

within my capability."
McIlroy put an end to this
major with a powerful drive
down the fairway at the par-5
16th. setting up a two-putt birdie
to restore his lead to three shots.
He finished with two pars, tapping in for par on the 18th green.
The hard part was trying not to
cry when his mother, Rosie,came
onto the green with tears streaming down her face. She was not at
the other two majors. Before
leaving. McIlroy turned and
applauded the fans in the horse-

shoe arena who were witness to
another masterpiece.
This could have been another
romp except for a shaky stretch
early for McIlroy, and solid
efforts from Garcia and Fowler.
Garcia pulled within two shots
with four holes to play until he
put his tee shot in a pot bunker
just right of the 15th green. His
first shot failed to get over the 4foot sodden wall and rolled back
into the sand. He made bogey,
and two birdies over the final
as See DRMSH OPEN, 10

By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer

side. "It's going to be a big letdown for everyone. It
was 'process' and 'spot.' That was it."
And the meaning?
HOYLAKE, England (AP) — Rory McElroy
"With my long shots, I just wanted to stick to my
looked out at a room packed with reporters and process and stick to making good decisions, making
knew he was going to disappoint them.
good swings," he said. "The process of making a
All week,he had talked about two secret words he good swing,if I had any sort of little swing thoughts.
used as his trigger for the shots he played. Even as just keeping that so I wasn't thinking about the end
he stretched his lead to six shots going into Sunday, result, basically."
he said he would only reveal them if he were to win
The "spot" was about his putting.
the British Open.
"I was just picking a spot on the green and trying
In the hours before he teed off, the media put one to roll it over my spot," he said. "I wasn't thinking
pound ($1.70) in a pot and tried to guess the two about holing it. I wasn't thinking about what it would
words.
mean or how many further clear it would get me. I
"Very simple," Mcilroy said, the claret jug at his
•See SECRET WORDS,10

Watson shoots
a final 68
64-YEAR-OLD
RYDER Cu
CAPTAIN ENDS
OPEN AT +1
By DENNIS PASSA
AP Sports Writer

JON SUPER /AP Photo

Tom Watson, right, and Rickie Fowler, both of the US walk
down the 6th fairway during a practice round at Royal
Lfverpool Golf Club prior to the start of the British Open
Golf Championship, in Hoylake, England.

HOYLAKE, England (AP) —
Tom Watson's ball rolled on to the
18th green at Royal Liverpool on
Sunday and most of the spectators in the horseshoe grandstand
gave him a prolonged standing
ovation. And even a few shouts of
"Cmon,Tom."
The five-time British Open
champion. doffing his cap as he

walked up the fairway, has a way
of doing that to a crowd,especially in Britain.
Watson's putt for eagle just
missed, leaving him with a 4under 68 and a climb up the
leaderboard past Tiger Woods,
the man Ryder Cup captain
Watson will consider as one of his
three picks for September's tournament at Gleneagles in
Scotland.
The 64-year-old Watson finished at 1-over 289 for the tournament, five strokes better than
Woods — who had a 75 Sunday.
"The last putt on the last hole,"
Watson said. "It would have been
nice to shoot a 67 and end even
par. But I played a really solid
round of golf ... a very good day
II See WATSON, 10
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three holes were not enough.
Garcia shot 66 and was runner-up
in a major for the fourth time.
"I think that we gave it a good
effort," Garcia said. "And there
was someone a little bit better."
Fowler, playing in the final
group for the second straight
major, didn't do anything wrung.
He just didn't do enough right to
make up a six-shot deficit. Fowler
played without a bogey, made
three birdies on the last four holes
and shot 67.
"He played awesome," Fowler
said. "And it was just kind of fun
to throw a few shots at him coming. To see him win was pretty
cool."
It was the first time two straight
majors were won wire to wire.
Martin Kaymer did it last month
at Pinehurst No.2,taking the U.S.
Open by eight shots.
McIlroy, who finished at 17under 271, wasn't the only big
winner Sunday.Ten years ago,his
father and three of his friends
each put up 100 pounds($170) at
500-1 odds that McBroy would
win the British Open before he
turned 26.
The kid made good on the bets
with a brand of golf that had hint
marked early as golfs next great
player.

McIlroy moved up to No. 2 in
the world, perhaps on his way to
regaining the No. 1 ranking that
once looked as if it would be his
for years. He ended the 2012 season by winning his second major
and capturing the money title on
the PGA Tour and European Tour.
Since then, the road has been
bumpier than some of the dunes
at Hoylake.
McIlroy signed a megadeal
with Nike and switched out all his
equipment. He changed management for the second time, leading
to lawsuits that are still to be
decided. And after getting
engaged to Caroline Wozniacki
on New Year's Eve, he abruptly
broke off the engagement in May
with a telephone call.
His path to victory in The Open
was much smoother.
McIlroy made back-to-back
bogeys on the front nine and had
to save par from a pot bunker to
avoid a third. But he steadied
himself with a birdie on the par3ninth, and when Garcia made a
10-foot eagle ahead of him on the
10th to cut the lead to two,
Mcllroy answered with a twoputt birdie.
Garcia blinked when he could
least afford it, leaving a shot in
the bunker at No. 15 as McIlroy
watched from the tee.
Jim Furyk was among four

players who tied the course
record with a 65 to finish fourth.
Tiger Woods was long gone. He
finished his 75 as McIlroy was
still on the practice range. Woods
finished 69th — his worst finish
over 72 holes in any major — and
wound up 23 shots behind, his
largest deficit ever in a major.He's
got almost no chance of catching
McIlroy, trailing the leader by a
whopping 14 shots.
Woods has failed to make the
cut at a major only three times in
his professional career, most
recently at the 2011 PGA. He also
missed at the 2006 U.S. Open,
shortly after the death of his
father,and the 2009 British Open.
As if signaling a new' era in
golf, McIlroy's matching 66s
gave him a 36-hole total of 12under 132 — the same score that
Woods posted at the midway
point of his last British Open victory in 2006, at this very same
course along the Irish Sea.
And there were no more questions about the strangest quirk in
Mcllroy's year — a mysterious
run of high scores in the second
round, which no one could
explain but had admittedly gotten
in his head.
The 25-year-old from Northern
Ireland had clearly wiped those
thoughts away by the time he
went out for an afternoon round at

Hoylake, where the weather
again worked in favor of his end
of the draw. Playing early on
Thursday, McIlroy benefited
from pristine conditions — mild
and sunny with barely a hint of a
breeze. On Friday, the wind
howled in the morning but settled
after lunchtime, taking away the
primary defense of a links course.
Through the first two rounds,
McIlroy has made only one
bogey — at the first hole Friday.
That was long forgotten by the
time he closed with three easy-ascan-be birdies over the final four
holes, looking as though he barely broke a sweat on a sunny,
sticky day.
Dustin Johnson was McIlroy's
closest challenger, claiming a
spot in Saturday's last group with
the best round of the tournament,
a 65 that left him at 136 at the
midway point.
No one else was closer than six
shots,though there's plenty of star
power in the group at 138 with
former Masters champion Charl
Schwartzel, young gun Rickie
Fowler and perennial major challenger Sergio Garcia,still seeking
the signature win of his career
after all these sears.

did this week at Akron and the property.
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"He was giving me grief all day,
PGA.I'll be fine. I'll be on it. But
just wanted to roll that ball over it would be beneficial for both me actually," McIlroy said. "And I
that spot. If that went in, then and Tom (Watson)if I can do it on sort of put with it for the first 15
great. If it didn't, then I'd try it the my own."
holes, and then he deliberately
next hole."
Mickelson has two events left coughed on my downswing on
That led to an even more impor- — Firestone and the PGA the 16th tee. I still hit a great
tant question. Since no one Championship, worth double drive. But I heard it halfway
guessed the words, what hap- points as a major. The only three down and I knew who it was. So
pened to the money?
Americans in the top 10 at Royal I turned around and got him
The plan was to donate it to a Liverpool already were among chucked out. thankfully.
charity of McIlroy's choice.
the top nine in the Ryder Cup
"I don't know who it was." he
RECORD SCORES: McIlroy standings.
said. "But I didn't have him bothhad a 68 as his target score for the
He has qualified for every U.S. ering me for the last two holes.
final round, knowing that would team since 1995 at Oak Hill, which was nice."
mean someone had to set a major where he went 3-0 as a rookie.
A TRIBUTE TO PARENTS:
championship record (no one has
"It's been 19 years now that I've Rosie McIlroy wasn't at the U.S.
done better than 63)to catch him. made it on my own, and I think Open or the PGA Championship
He didn't come close, but he did- it's a record of consistency to play won by her son. So when Rory
n't need to.
that well to make the team on Mcllroy tapped in for par, he
Even so, it was a day for low your own without being a pick for waved toward the back of his
scoring. Four players tied the almost two decades," he said. green to summon his mother to
scoring record of 65 at Royal "And I'd like to keep that streak join him. It about made him break
Liverpool.
going."
down.
Chris Wood was the first. Shane
Mickelson won't count on being
"I was trying not to cry at the
Lowry of Ireland birdied three of a pick. He's never had to worry time because she was bawling her
his last four holes to match him. about that.
eyes out," he said. "The support
Marc Leishman did the same for
"I don't know if I played well of my parents has been incredible
a 65. And the last was Jim Furyk. enough this year to deserve a — even growing up and doing
who played in the par Ss in S- spot," he said. "You want players everything, the sacrifices they
that are hot, that are playing well.
under par on the day.
made for me. Even to this day,
Dustin Johnson had a 65 on And I need to step and start doing they're the two people in this
that."
Friday.
world that I can talk to about anyYOU'RE OUT OF HERE:
Eight years ago at Hoylake,
I couldn't ask to have two
thing.
Tiger Woods, Chris DiMarco, Rory McIlroy's most important better parents. They're there for
Ernie Els and Sergio Garcia each tee shot was on the par-5 16th, me at the worst of times, like this
and it was his best of the day. He
had a 65.
time last year after missing the
M1CKELSON'S MOVE: Phil hit it down the middle, leaving
cut."
Mickelson had another good him an iron into the green for a
And then he turned to look at
his
restored
that
birdie
this
Open,
two-putt
British
the
in
Sunday
claret jug before he finished
the
to
two
with
time a 68 that at least ended on a lead to three shots
.
thoughts
his
positive note and allowed him to play.
of times, walking
best
the
"Or
Most peculiar was his reaction.
pick up some Ryder Cup points.
n golfer of the
champio
the
as
off
into
glared
and
turned
d
McIlroy
Mickelson was more concerne
"I can't speak
d.
continue
he
year,"
the gallery, pointing to someone
with his play than the points.
my parents.
of
enough
highly
driver.
his
of
end
"I don't want to look at it and with the
in the
people
best
the
They're
think about it too much," Moments later, the BBC showed
world."
the
off
fan
Mickelson said. "If I play like I police escorting a

•Watson...
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from tee to green."
These days, Watson gets asked
most about the Ryder Cup and not
his own golf game.
On Sunday. that meant Woods
and whether the game's biggest
draw card, who is just returning
from back surgery, will be in
Watson's thoughts in early
September — when three players
will be added to nine who automatically qualify from points
based on prize money earned in
tournament play.
Asked if it was worrisome that
he shot seven strokes better than a
potential captain's pick (Woods),
Watson was non-committal: "It's
just one day. It's a snapshot. It's
not a big deal."
Watson missed just one fairway
on Sunday — the 1 1 th — and

said his strong play gave him
plenty of enthusiasm for next
week's British Senior Open at
Royal Porthcawl in Wales.
"I don't know anything about
the golf course, but it's fun to finish with a birdie and finish the
way I did, and get ready to go to
the next tournament," Watson
said."You don't feel like you have
a burden that you're taking with
you."
Watson has always been a
crowd favorite in Britain thanks
to his five Open wins.
He'll no doubt be particularly
popular in Scotland — where he'
won four of those links titles (at
Carnoustie, Turnberry, Muirfield
and Royal Troon),despite leadin:
the Americans against Europe in
the often fiery environment of the
Ryder Cup.

He'll make at least one more
appearance in the British Open
after being invited back to St.
Andrews for 2015. His fitness
now or then shouldn't be a problem — he reminded everyone
after the third round on Saturday
that during tournament weeks
like this one, he walks at least 36
.miles over six rounds of golf.
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Games
Saturday's
N Y Yankees 7, Cincinnati 1
St. Louis 4. L A Dodgers 2
Pittsburgh 3, Colorado 2, 11 innings
Washington 8, Milwaukee 3
Philadelphia 2 Atlanta 1
San Francisco 5, Miami 3
Anzona 9 Chicago Cubs 3
San Diego 6, NY Mets 0
Sunday's Games
N.Y Yankees 3, Cincinnati 2

Miami 3. San Francisco 2
Pittsburgh 5. Colorado 3
Washington 5. Milwaukee 4
Atlanta 8, Phdadelphia 2
Arizona 3, Chicago Cubs 2
San Diego 2. N.Y Mots 1
LA. Dodgers 4, St Louis 3
Monday's Games
L A. Dodgers (Ryu 10-5) at Pittsburgh
(Volquez 8-6), 7:05 p.m.
San Francisco (Vogelsong 5-7) at
Philadelphia(glee 4-4), 705 p.m.
Miami (Koehler 6-7) at Atlanta (Teheran
9-6) 7 10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Latos 2-1) at Milwaukee
(W.Peralta 10-6), 8 10 p m
Washington (Fister 8-2) at Colorado
(F Morales 5-4) 8 40 p.m
Detroit (Verlander 8-8) at Arizona (Nuno
0-1), 9 40 p m.
N.Y. Mets(Nese 5-4) at Seattle (Elias
7-8), 1010 pm
Tuesday's Games
L.A. Dodgers at Pittsburgh 7.05 p m
San Francisco at Philadelphia, 7 05
P-m•
Miami at Atlanta, 7:10 p.m.
San Diego at Chicago Cubs. 805 p.m.
Cincinnati at Milwaukee 8 10 p.m.
Tampa Bay at St. Louis, 8:15 p.m.
Washington at Colorado, 8:40 p.m
Detroit at Arizona, 9 40 p.m
NY Mets at Seattle 10 10 p m.
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TimeCutter SS

Starting at
2499
3-in-1 cutting system

•
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
3-2571

976 CHESTNUT ST

MURRAY

270-75

Equipment. A promo fee will
Offer valid on Toro Tirriccutteis, TITAN, and ICE monthly
interest will be
• Offer applies only to sirigle- receipt qualifying poictiaseaequal
more. No
to '99 tor purchases of 2.0o,'
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approval
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terms.
applicable
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SportsBriefs
be holding tryouts
III Calloway County Middle School softball will
will begin at
meeting
parent
ryout
pre-t
A
Field
July 24 at Lady Laker
5 30 p.m , while tryouts are set to begin at 6 p.m.
workouts
• Murray Middle School softball will be holding voluntary
coach Scott
this week from 3 45-5 p m at Lady Tiger Field Head
also from 3:45-5
Tucker said tryouts will then commence July 21-22 Field
Tiger
p m at Lady
are July 21-24
II This summer's Laker Basketball Camp dates
at 3:15 pm
starting
Monday
that
on
be
will
ion
Registrat
pm
30
from 4-6
cost of the
The
um
Gymnasi
Jeffrey
School's
High
at Calloway County
staff and curcamp is $45 This camp will be run by the Laker coaching
grades 2rent team members The camp is open for students entering on please
informati
more
For
t
t-shir
camp
a
9 Each camper will receive
call (270) 293-7744.
on will be hosting a
• The Central C,erty Youth Athletic Associati
teams Aug. 1-2.
baseball
10U
and
9U
"Back to School Classic" for 8U,
is $150 per team
fee
Entry
games
three
ed
guarante
is
group
Each age
winner and runner up To
and individual trophies will be given to the
enter. call John Lovell at (270) 543-2689
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1974 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray
OF THE

WEEK

Nick has an American classic for you this week!
This car is in excellent condition with only 89,225
miles, leather interior, power windows,& air
conditoning. With so much heritage and such a
unique style, you're sure to catch a few eyes in this!

701 Main St. I Murray, Ky I 1.888.341.3968 I www.ParkerFord.com

